Game Suggestions:

l.

Tic Tac Toe

-

Toss bean bags, 3 in a row wins

2. Color the end of suckers

and place sucker sticks in a bale of

hay. If the child pulls out

a sucker

with

a

colored dot on the end they win aprize.

3. Ball in Banell - Get a large oil banell and 3 basketballs. Have the child bounce the ball into the
banell to win aprize.

4.

Face Painting

5. Tattoo Station
6. Miniature Golf
7. Polka Dot Coin Toss
one or all in the dots.
8. Football

Toss

Place sheets with painted dots on a table. Let kids throw 3 coins and try to get

-

football through hoop

-

9. Ring Toss
10. Fishing Pond
1

-

Pole with magnet to hook paperclipped fish

1. Darts - pop balloons with darts

12. Dunking booth13. Pumpkin Bowling
14. Corn Drop

-

-

Use small pumpkins to knock down 2liter bottles half filled with water.

Knees in chair, drop candy corn into

a

jar

15. Feed the Cow or Pig

-

16. Ping Pong Shoot Out

- ping pongs on top of 2 liter bottles, use watergun

17. Pumpkin Golf

-

Animal with big mouth toss dried, felt, or plastic corn through mouth
to shoot off

putt golf ball through mouth of a pumpkin

18. Bingo
19. Pumpkin Bean Bag Toss

20. Ladder Ball
21. Corn Hole22. Plinkc

-

Toss bean bags through the eyes, mouth,

&

nose of a pumpkin cut out

23. Pick up ducks- little rubber ducks colored on the bottom with marker, colorecl duck gets aprtze, ducks
can be in small pool or large bowls or tubs
24. Needle in a haystack- place candy and small trinkets in a pile of hay for child to pull out
25. Ping pong bounce- bounce ping pong balls into cups

26.HaurftedMaze- make amaze through 1-2 gazebo tents

27. Cake Walk28. Hayride29. pumpkins-

:

..

,11

oumpkins that faces can be painted or colored on,

r

